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Email resumés to:  cecilia.bosman@formeld.com

- **Job position**
  Logistics Layout / Process Planning Specialist

- **Qualification**
  - 1+ years of experience in layout and or logistic process planning.
  - Bachelor’s degree in Industrial Engineering/Process Engineering or in a related engineering or the equivalent combination of education and work experience.
  - MS Office skills
  - (nice to have) START, autoCAD, MRS, SAP, Zeus, MS Project.

- **Tasks (description of the job title)**
  - Purpose of the Position:
  - Assisting in the layout and process planning in regards to space utilization and process optimization in preparation for new launches.
  - Assist in reviewing new product and packaging design impact to space utilization.
  - Help preparing layout and process planning option, evaluate cost efficiency and provide analysis of information for required reports.
  - Clearly communicate technical information verbally and in writing.
  - Assist in leading continuous improvement activities to ensure achievement of goals.
  - Be able to identify root cause of problems, implement countermeasures and report findings.
  - Manpower planning and verification.